Blue Orange Games:
Standing out in a colorful world

**Design & Quality**
There is no mistaking a Blue Orange game! The in-house design
team strives to create games that promote a taste for beautifully
crafted things using solid, durable materials such as wood, resin
and tin.

**Eco-friendly**
Blue Orange is committed to planting two trees for every one tree used in the creation of their
games. To offset the carbon footprint of their annual road trip, the company plants additional
trees in the Amazon. In 2007, they became the proud first recipient of Dr. Toy’s Green
Company Award.

**Safety**
Both factories in China are family-owned businesses that have been making games for over 30
years. They are ISO9001 and ICTI certified, which promote ethical manufacturing (fair labor
treatment, employee health and safety). A Blue Orange quality control staff conducts
inspections onsite at both of the factories at least once a month.

---

**Game Symbols Legend:**

- Eco-friendly
- Educational
- Adults Love it!
- Travel-Friendly
- Special Needs Appropriate
Zimbbos

At a glance:
• Build a pyramid of circus characters without letting it fall!
• Players roll a die to find out how many elephants to add to the pyramid following numerical order.
• Recommended for ages 2 to 5.
• 1 to 4 Players

Selling points:
• The perfect first game for little ones. Adaptable to age and ability.
• Game doubles as a toy! Kids love to play with the adorable wooden characters.
• Game emphasizes cooperative accomplishment.
• 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
• No reading required.
• Multi-award winning game (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Oppenheim Gold Seal…)

Skills:
• Color identification
• Counting
• Balance
• Dexterity
• Fine motor

If you like this game, try:
• Chickyboom
• Froggy Boogie
• Spot it! Jr.
• CooCoo the Rocking Clown

CooCoo the Rocking Clown

At a glance:
• Place the most balls on CooCoo without making any of them fall!
• Taking turns, pick a ball and put it either on CooCoo’s head, arms, hands or shoes.
• Recommended for ages 3 to 6.
• 1 to 6 Players

Selling points:
• Similar to Jenga®, but for little ones. The suspense on their face is priceless!
• Game emphasizes cooperative accomplishment.
• No reading required.
• 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
• Multi-award winning game (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Oppenheim Gold…)

Skills:
• Hand-eye coordination
• Dexterity
• Balance
• Patience
• Risk evaluation
• Fine motor

If you like this game, try:
• Zimbbos
• Pengoloo
• Spot it! Jr.
Pengoloo

At a glance:
- An adorable memory game set in the South Pole.
- Roll the 2 colorful die. You now have 2 chances to find the match between the color on the die and the egg underneath the penguin.
- Place matching penguins with their egg on your iceberg. Collect 6 to win!
- Recommended ages 4 to 10.
- 2 to 4 Players

Selling points:
- Great first game for young children to play together.
- The high-quality playing pieces double as toys.
- Advanced play variation for added challenge.
- No reading required.
- 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
- Multi-award winning game
  (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Parenting Magazine Mom-Tested™ Pick…)

Skills:
- Memory
- Color identification
- Fine motor
- Option of incorporating strategy

If you like this game, try:
- Froggy Boogie
- Gobblet Gobblers
- Spot it! Jr.
- CooCoo the Rocking Clown
Chickyboom

**At a glance:**
- Set up chickens, hay bales and wagon wheels on the perch so it balances. Taking turns, take off a piece without making the perch topple, which will cost you points!
- Collect points with every piece your remove. The player with the most points wins!
- Recommended for ages 4 to 6.
- 2 to 4 Players.

**Selling points:**
- Full of suspense and excitement!
- The high-quality playing pieces double as toys.
- Adaptable to age and ability.
- No reading required.
- 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
- Multi-award winning game (Parents Magazine Best Toys of The Year, ASTRA Best Toy For Kids)

**Skills:**
- Basic arithmetic
- Balance
- Dexterity
- Fine motor
- Risk Evaluation
- Strategy

**If you like this game, try:**
- Zimbbos
- Pengoloo
- Spot it! Jr.
- Gobblet Gobblers

Froggy Boogie

**At a glance:**
- It’s naptime at the pond in this cute memory game. Try to be the first baby frog to race around the pond without being caught by grown-up frogs.
- Roll the 2 colored die and find the corresponding grown-up frog, then choose one of its eyes to look underneath. If blank, move forward; if there’s a baby frog, you can’t move until your next turn.
- Recommended for ages 4 to 8.
- 2 to 6 Players

**Selling points:**
- Perfect first memory game for young children.
- The beautifully detailed playing pieces double as toys.
- Setting up the game is half the fun!
- No reading required.
- 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
- Multi-award winning game (Parents’ Choice Gold Award, FamilyFun Magazine Toy of the Year, Parenting Magazine Mom-Tested™ Pick…)

**Skills:**
- Memory
- Color identification
- Fine motor

**If you like this game, try:**
- Pengoloo
- CooCoo
- Zimbbos
- Chickyboom
Fastrack

At a glance:
- Only using one hand and the elastic band, shoot all of the discs to the opponent’s side.
- A fast-action game inspired by air hockey.
- Recommended for ages 5 to 12.
- 2 Players

Selling points:
- An addictive game for those who crave sporty competition.
- Cool & retro racing themed design.
- Creates a frenetic and exciting atmosphere.
- No reading required.
- 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
- Multi-award winning game (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, ASTRA Best Toy For Kids, Parents’ Choice Approved Award…)

Skills:
- Dexterity
- Hand-eye coordination
- Fine motor

If you like this game, try:
- Spot it!
- Gobblet Gobblers
- Flapz
- Trigger

Gobblet Gobblers

At a glance:
- Like tic-tac-toe, line up 3 of your Gobblers in a row to win!
- Strategize and gobble up your opponent’s pieces to take their place.
- Recommended for ages 5 to 7.
- 2 Players

Selling points:
- Only takes a few second to learn but a lifetime to master!
- The best first strategy game for young kids.
- The colorful Gobbler characters make the game come alive.
- No reading required.
- 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
- Multi-award winning game (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Oppenheim Gold Seal…).

Skills:
- Memory
- Fine motor
- Risk evaluation
- Strategy

If you like this game, try:
- Gobblet
- Pengoloo
- Spot it!
- Fastrack
Tell Tale

**At a glance:**
- Create imaginative stories based on a choice of 120 images!
- 60 double-sided cards illustrated with characters, settings, objects and emotions.
- 4 different ways to play (create your own storyboard; make a cooperative story as a team…).
- Recommended for ages 5 to adult.
- 2-8 Players

**Selling points:**
- A wonderful alternative for bedtime stories.
- Every storyteller is a winner!
- Travel without the weight-one Tell Tale is like dozens books!

**Skills:**
- Language
- Listening
- Narrative structure
- Creativity
- Self expression

**If you like this game, try:**
- Tell Tale Fairy Tales
- Spot it!
- Chef Cuckoo
- Speedeebee

Tell Tale Fairy Tales

**At a glance:**
- Create fantastical fairy tales based on a choice of 120 images!
- 60 double-sided cards illustrated with fairy tale themed characters, settings & objects.
- 4 different ways to play (create your own storyboard; make a cooperative story with other players…)
- Recommended for ages 3 to 7 years
- 2-8 Players

**Selling points:**
- The familiar theme of fairy tales makes this version more accessible to little ones.
- Every storyteller is a winner!
- A wonderful alternative to reading bedtime story books.

**Skills:**
- Language
- Listening
- Narrative structure
- Creativity
- Self expression

**If you like this game, try:**
- Tell Tale Fairy Tales
- Spot it!
- Chef Cuckoo
Flapz

At a glance:
- Have fun completing 96 challenges ranging from factoids, to performances, to acts of imagination.
- Inspired by the handmade Cootie Catcher/Fortune Teller game.
- Recommended for ages 7 to 12.
- 2+ Players

Selling points:
- Tyvek® is eco-friendly and kid-proof: recyclable, durable, waterproof, and impossible to tear.
- Encourages kids to move, act out, sing, dance, and be silly.
- Portable and can be played anywhere: recess, in the car, etc.
- Easy to mail as a gift.

Skills:
- Language
- Listening
- Creativity
- Self expression
- Fine and gross motor
- Social

If you like this game, try:
- Spot it!
- Fastrack
- Trigger
- Speedeebee

Pixy Cubes

At a glance:
- 16 cubes with vibrant colors and shapes can be used to play 2 different games and design pictures.
- When playing as a game, be the first to reproduce the pattern on the challenge card either by sight or by memory to win!
- Recommended for ages 6 to 12.
- 1-4 Players

Selling points:
- 3 activities in 1: solo play, speed game & memory game!
- Great for fans of puzzles.
- 13 challenge cards & 40 design cards create endless entertainment.
- No reading required.
- Multi-award winning game (Oppenheim Gold Seal, Dr. Toy Best Picks, Parents’ Choice Silver Award…)

Skills:
- Creativity
- Memory
- Speed
- Visual form constancy

If you like this game, try:
- Sketch it!
- Crazy Cheese
- Spot it!
- Bendomino
Bendomino

At a glance:
• Plays just like regular dominoes but with more strategy involved: the curved dominoes need to match, but also have to fit!
• The first player to reach 100 points wins!
• Recommended for ages 6 to adult
• 2-4 Players

Selling points:
• Perfect for dominoes enthusiasts of all ages.
• More options and control than regular dominoes.
• Includes rule variations for advanced play.
• No reading required.
• Recommended in Oprah Magazine!
• Multi-award winning game (Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Oppenheim Platinum Seal, Creative Child Seal of Excellence…)

Skills:
• Strategy
• Color & shape recognition
• Visualization
• Planning
• Arithmetic

If you like this game, try:
• Sumoku
• Dragon Face
• Double Shutter
• Gobblet

Gobblet

At a glance:
• Gobble up, line up 4 of your pieces in a row and win.
• 3 possible moves: Add a piece to the board, move a piece from the board to another square, or gobble up your opponent’s piece.
• Be sure to remember which piece is underneath yours as it may pose a threat!
• Recommended for ages 7 to adult.
• 2 Players

Selling points:
• Only takes a second to learn but a lifetime to master!
• A Blue Orange Classic. Over 1 Million Sold!
• This self-storing game looks beautiful on a coffee table or on display.
• 100% wood & safe, water based paint.
• Multi-award winning game (Oppenheim Platinum Award, Parents’ Choice Silver Award, Dr Toy 10 Best Games…)

Skills:
• Memory
• Fine motor
• Risk evaluation
• Strategy

If you like this game, try:
• Gobblet Gobblers
• Double Shutter
• Yamslam
• Dragon Face
Shrimp Cocktail

At a glance:
- A shrimptastic adventure! Taking turns, players continue to flip a shrimp card onto any of the fishing zones until someone spots one or more matching shrimp characteristic (color, size, quantity, nationality).
- When you find a match across 3 cards, be the first to squeeze the starfish to collect cards.
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult
- 3-6 Players

Selling points:
- A mix between Set® & Spot it!
- A loud and exciting party game.
- Choice of card placement adds strategy.
- Several different ways to earn points keeps things interesting.
- No reading required.

Skills:
- Visual perception
- Focus
- Quick mental processing
- Reaction time
- Strategy

If you like this game, try:
- Spot it!
- Trigger
- Speedeebee

Chef Cuckoo

At a glance:
- Play Chef! Make creative dishes to collect the most stars.
- Players select and arrange ingredient cards to meet a food challenge.
- After all of the dishes are revealed, a judge awards stars to the dishes that best correspond to the food challenge, according to his or her tastes.
- Recommended for ages 8 to 12.
- 3-6 Players

Selling points:
- Exposes kids to the fundamentals of cooking.
- Learn about the preferences of you friends and family’s taste buds.
- Calories and serving sizes are printed on the ingredient cards.
- Culinary fans will love it!

Skills:
- Cooking knowledge
- Creativity
- Language
- Improvisation

If you like this game, try:
- Tell Tale
- Tell Tale Fairy Tales
- Spot it!
- Speedeebee
Crazy Cheese

**At a glance:**
- A brain teaser and puzzle in the same slice of cheese!
- To solve the puzzle, arrange the 9 cheese pieces together so all the holes match up correctly.
- Recommended for ages 8 to 12
- 1 Player

**Selling points:**
- Solution key is on the packaging.
- Two levels of difficulty to master.
- In a convenient little pouch to take with you anywhere.
- No reading required.
- 100% wood pieces & safe, water based paint.

**Skills:**
- Visual form constancy
- Problem solving
- Perseverance
- Hand-eye coordination

**If you like this game, try:**
- Pixy Cubes
- Bendomino
- Double Shutter

Spell it!

**At a glance:**
- Roll the 5 alphabet dice and try to be the first to call out a word containing at least 3 letters and related to the theme on the chip.
- Spell it correctly and receive a point for each letter in the word. Collect the corresponding chip and use the theme on the back for the next round.
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult.
- 1 - 4 Players

**Selling points:**
- Simultaneous play— no waiting turns!
- Chance of the die keeps the action fresh.
- A party game for word buffs.
- Fun & interesting themes create a ton of word options.
- Multi-award winning game (Parents’ Choice Recommended Award, Major Fun Award…)

**Skills:**
- Vocabulary
- Spelling
- Quick mental processing

**If you like this game, try:**
- Speedeebee
- Yamslam
- Sketch it!
### Speedeebee

**At a glance:**
- The ultimate word game!
- A player reads a challenge (ex: Name an object you can fit into a pocket starting with one of these letters) and rolls the alphabet dice. The first player to find a word corresponding to the challenge and the dice wins the card.
- Collect the most cards to win.
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult.
- 2-6 Players

**Selling points:**
- Perfect for lovers of word games.
- With 150 word challenges and 5 letter dice, it’s different every time you play!
- Fast-pace and simultaneous play.

**Skills:**
- Vocabulary
- Spelling
- Reaction time

**If you like this game, try:**
- Spell it!
- Spot it!
- Trigger
- Sumoku

### Trigger

**At a glance:**
- Players respond to deceptively simple and funny statements by slapping the target with their right hand for “True” and left for “False.” The first person to answer correctly wins that card.
- The first player to collect 10 cards wins!
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult.
- 3-6 Players

**Selling points:**
- Hilarious, fast-paced party game for all ages.
- Responses depend on players and location; different every time you play!
- No previous knowledge required.
- Multi-award winning game
  (Dr. Toy Best Picks, ASTRA Best Toys for Kids, Games 100 Award…)

**Skills:**
- Listening
- Reaction time
- Quick mental processing
- Social

**If you like this game, try:**
- Spot it!
- Speedeebee
- Shrimp Cocktail
Yamslam

At a glance:
- A fun family dice game of chance & strategy!
- Roll the dice up to 3 times and grab the chip that matches your best combination.
- Compete for the best chips before they run out and plan ahead to earn bonuses!
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult
- 1 - 4 Players

Selling points:
- An exciting spin on the classic game of Yahtzee®
- No need for scoring pads and pencils—chips make point calculation easy!
- Perfect for the whole family: kids, parents, grandparents.
- Compact and self contained tray holds all the pieces.
- Multi-award winning game (Oppenheim Platinum Seal, Dr. Toy 10 Best Games, Education.com A+ Award …)

Skills:
- Strategy
- Probability
- Risk assessment
- Basic arithmetic

If you like this game, try:
- Double Shutter
- Sketch it!
- Spell it!
- Spot it!

Pocket Yamslam

At a glance:
- The travel version of Yamslam, perfect for road and camping trips.
- Roll the dice up to 3 times and grab the chip that matches your best combination.
- Compete for the best chips before they run out and plan ahead to earn bonuses!
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult
- 1 - 4 Players

Selling points:
- An exciting spin on the classic game of Yahtzee®
- No need for scoring pads and pencils—chips make point calculation easy!
- Perfect for the whole family: kids, parents, grandparents.
- All pieces conveniently fit inside with a lid. No matter how hard you shake, everything stays in place!

Skills:
- Strategy
- Probability
- Risk assessment
- Basic arithmetic

If you like this game, try:
- Double Shutter
- Sketch it!
- Spell it!
- Spot it!
**Double Shutter**

**At a glance:**
- Roll the dice to shut down a combination of tiles that adds up to the total on the dice.
- When you can’t shut down any more tiles, add up the remaining tiles to get your score. Have the lowest score to win.
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult.
- 1-4 Players

**Selling points:**
- Double the challenge and strategy of the classic Shut the Box game.
- Super fun as a solitary game, as well as cooperative play.
- Great game to teach addition
- No reading required.
- Multi-award winning game (Oppenheim Platinum Seal, Dr. Toy Best Picks, Parents’ Choice Silver Award…)

**Skills:**
- Basic arithmetic
- Probability
- Risk assessment
- Strategy

**If you like this game, try:**
- Crazy Cheese
- Gobblet
- Sumoku
- Yamslam

---

**Dragon Face**

**At a glance:**
- Move your pieces across the board to lock in your opponent’s Emperor.
- Each player has 3 different types of pieces which move differently.
  - Jump over your opponent’s piece to capture it. Then, flip it over and it becomes one of your own.
- Beware of the sacrifice zone, where your piece can become trapped!
- Recommended for ages 8 to adult.
- 2 Players

**Selling points:**
- A fun blend of Chess & Checkers.
- Challenging, yet accessible.
- Beautiful game set: cotton mat, cool cylinder case, and detailed resin playing pieces.
- Perfect for fans of strategy games.
- No reading required.

**Skills:**
- Strategy
- Abstract thinking & play
- Visualization
- Planning
- Evaluation

**If you like this game, try:**
- Gobblet
- Sumoku
- Spot it!
- Bendomino
**Sumoku**

**At a glance:**
- Sumoku is pure adding fun!
- Roll the die to get the key number. Build a grid with rows and columns of tiles adding up to a multiple of the key number. Colors can not be repeated twice in the same row or column.
- Ages 9 & Up.
- 1 - 8 Players

**Selling points:**
- Like Scrabble® and Bananagrams® with numbers.
- Makes practicing math skills fun.
- Convenient pouch for tiles.
- 5 different ways to play for every mood (teamwork, speed, contemplative, etc.).

**Skills:**
- Mental Arithmetic
- Cooperative play
- Visualization
- Planning

**If you like this game, try:**
- Double Shutter
- Yamslam
- Dragon Face
- Bendomino

**Sketch it!**

**At a glance:**
- Players race to finish drawings, and then guess what the other players illustrated.
- Win points for finishing early, guessing correctly and having other players correctly guess your drawing.
- Recommended for ages 10 to adult
- 2 - 6 Players

**Selling points:**
- Simultaneous play— no waiting turns!
- Fast-paced, humorous party game.
- No need to be an artist to win. If you aren’t a good drawer, you can win for being a good guesser.
- Includes 720 fun words to sketch!
- Multi-award winning game (Oppenheim Gold Seal, Parents’ Choice Funstuff Award, Parents Magazine 55 Best Toys, Oppenheim Gold Seal…)

**Skills:**
- Strategy
- Creativity
- Fine motor
- Following visual cues

**If you like this game, try:**
- Yamslam
- Spell it!
- Spot it!
- Pixy Cubes